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The strange title of this exhibition - organised by Andrew Kennedy, Te Tuhi’s exhibition space designer comes from a piece of writing by the legendary French film theoretician Andre Bazin (1918 - 1958) in an
1945 essay where he tried to establish the intrinsic differences between photography and painting as
distinct art forms. Bazin believed photography was superior to painting because it was more objective,
and in its processes of achieving realistic likenesses embodied correlational or indexical properties he
described as like a fingerprint. He thought art’s drive to create sculptural substitutes for the human body
came from the desire for immortal life via substituted replicas, as evidenced by the ancient Egyptians,
and that photography (as a process that was what he considered to be ‘automatic’) satisfied “our appetite
for illusion by a mechanical reproduction in the making of which man plays no part.”
Most philosophers, I suspect, would think that Bazin is mistaken in his claims about realism, but what is
interesting here is Kennedy’s use of this seemingly dated concept to bind together four very different
artists. I think it revolves around the notions of mediation and correlation. What comes between
something that exists in the world (and is chosen as subject matter), and the representation (via an
image) an artist makes of it. An inevitable intervention, rather than a replica or duplication.
With Bazin being a postwar film theorist, I don’t think Kennedy expects his audience to follow the
intricacies of the original argument too closely. Sixty years after Bazin’s death critics are still arguing
about the details of his discussion, and if you look at this show, three of the four artists employ moving
image and the other uses drawing and performance - so film is not an exclusive preoccupation.
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Sorawit Songsataya provides a spot-lit walk-around stage set with ornate antiqued wooden furniture - a stained table and a chiffonier set
in a wall - displaying various props of framed animal-portrait drawings and buckled pots with cute faces.
The long undulating vases feature in Songsataya’s nearby animated video as three chattering personalities that jump around and sing on
a shelf in an androgynous golden-haired boy’s boudoir where the big-blue-eyed owner keeps his assortment of framed mirrors and
Disneyesque drawings. Though the title Bronies, references adult fans of My Little Pony, the pots look more designed by Dr. Seuss and
rendered by Pixar. There is an eerie celebration of fetishism in Songsataya‘s images that are highly tactile, especially when the boy’s
rustling long hair turns into a whirling, prancing, then crouching dog.
The relationship of Songsataya’s work to Kennedy’s title seems to lie in the artist’s drawings of the vases that form the basis for the digital
animation and the 3D prints used for the installation: the transmutation via technology from a few curved flat lines to a palpable sculpture.
One of the framed drawings in the video features Magritte’s The Lovers (1928), an image of a couple kissing with sacks placed over their
heads. The denial of sight but heightening of tactility plays a key role in Dorota Broda‘s contribution.
Broda presents a programme where, organised in pairs and blindfolded, visitors are encouraged to draw each other by feeling the other
person’s head and face with one hand, and drawing via their fingers - using thin paint on paper - with the other. The aim is not to use
guesswork or memory (though that is unrealistic) but to decipher information gained from the ‘feeling’ hand and translate it into a
descriptive communicative drawing via the other. The results are a wide range of streaky and dribbly, complete and incomplete visages,
on several walls, while the title comes from a Raymond Carver short story where a blind man tries to understand what a cathedral is by
holding the hand of someboy who is drawing one.
Rosebud, James Richards‘ gorgeous fifteen minute black and white video, is structured like a collage with various juxtaposed (but
unanticipated) elements. One variety consists of images of sexually explicit art books in a Japanese library where glossy photographs on
pages have been sandpapered by a censor in order to remove depictions of genitals; another is of a tethered budgie being released from
a hand and strobe-projected, another is of unusual underwater shots of a river taken when the camera passes downward through the
surface tension skin; another section is a stalk of Elderflower being used to lovingly caress various intimate body parts: all mingled with an
inventive audiotrack of treated voices and background noise.
There are two forms of mediation here. One is the censor ‘cleaning’ up the image with his violent subtraction, making disturbing images
that dominate Richards‘ film - for the torn and striated skin of the paper seems to parallel violence to real people. The other is the artist
recontextualising those mutilated images via his assortment of blended montage, placing new material around them. Richards‘ film is
startlingly haunting and memorable, the highlight of this exhibition with its beautiful range of tones and surreal juxtapositions. The title
seems to refer to Orson Welles’ film Citizen Kane, where the dying industrialist remembers a childhood sled he was playing on when he
was snatched away from his home and his mother.

The final work, a film by Mathieu Kleyebe Abonnenc that is part of a much larger project, was
sparked off by the filmmaker’s anger with the creators of a full feature Italian film in the mid-sixties
about Africa, called Africa Addio. He subtly roasts the directors Gualtiero Jacopetti and Franco
Prosperi for their Eurocentric racism and arrogant sensationalism by taking their film’s theme of
‘African savagery’ and re-examining some of its content that focuses on the civil wars - involving
mercenary armies - in the Congo. Abonnenc references the Belgian looting of Katanga crosses, a
centuries old form of cast copper currency, in order to smelt them down in Belgium. He films
Yorkshiremen sawing these crosses up and turning them into ingots in a brass foundry in Sheffield,
and for a soundtrack he uses two young English boys reading accounts of the horrific fighting and
methodical murder.
We see a couple of forms of mediation here. We don’t have the post-colonial history of the continent
of Africa, as interpreted by the Italian film producers in order to fashion what they saw as barbaric
‘truth’, but we have Abonnenc’s fury at that film which produced his ‘more accurate’ recontextualised
foundry translation, plus we see how the physical objects themselves are remoulded to hide their
bloody history so they become reconfigured to become bland commodities.
This is a very interesting exhibition. The Richards and Songsataya works in particular are fantastic really engrossing. Treats that effortlessly reward a trip to Pakuranga.
John Hurrell

http://eyecontactsite.com/2016/06/intervening-agents
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In the center of the main market square of Cayenne, French Guiana, there stands a lone bronze statue. “To
Victor Schoelcher, the grateful Guiana” reads the French inscription on the stone plinth, commemorating the
politician who was instrumental in abolishing slavery throughout the French colonies. Commissioned in 1986
from academician Louis-Ernest Barrias (for ideological context, see his full-breasted “Nature Unveiling Herself
to Science,” an Enlightenment wet-dream in sculpture form), today the bronze sculpture reads as a glaring
study in imbalanced power relations. Assuming the role of patrician citizen, frock-coated Schoelcher takes a
loin-clothed, unidentified slave by the shoulder with one arm; his other extends into the air, loftily gesturing
the way to freedom. The chain from the slave’s unlocked shackle hangs over the plinth.
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Barrias’s sculpture forms the subject of Mathieu K. Abonnenc’s series of photogravure prints Forever Weak
and Ungrateful (2015), which opens the modest but worthwhile presentation of work by Abonnenc and Ektor
Garcia currently on view at Sargent’s Daughters. This is the first New York exhibition for Paris-based
Abonnenc, which seems belated, given the attention his cohesive body of work has been steadily accruing
outside the United States. This show is also a first for the younger Garcia, a current Columbia MFA candidate,
following his participation in last year’s inaugural presentation at West Harlem project space The Can.
Mathieu K. Abonnenc, “Forever Weak and Ungrateful (10)”
(2015), heliogravure, wooden frame, glass, 20 x 13 inches
(click to enlarge)

Sargent’s Daughters’ rationale for exhibiting these
artists together stems from the thematic affinities in
their work: Abonnenc scrutinizes colonial histories and
the lingering stains left behind; Garcia’s work concerns
the fraught relationship between Mexico and the
United States, filtered through the subjective lens of
his own upbringing in both countries.
The combination makes for a compelling if slightly
uneven pairing. Abonnenc handles his
comprehensively researched material with surgical
precision, exercising careful control over what he
presents to the viewer. This selective approach is
strongly in evidence in Forever Weak and Ungrateful,
which distills Barrias’s monumental bronze into tightly
cropped details, five of which are on view here. With
the full picture obscured, the interaction between
slave and politician becomes highly ambiguous: seen
from behind, Schoelcher appears to be gazing at his
interlocutor from beneath lasciviously heavy lids; a
close-up on the slave’s chest, hands clasped over heart
in a pantomime gesture of gratitude, is made strange
by the appearance of Schoelcher’s disembodied hand lying heavily on the slave’s shoulder. Aptly, in the
gallery’s sequential hanging of the prints, the explanatory image of the removed shackle is kept until last.
Turning Barrias’s sculpture into a filmstrip, the print series anticipates Abonnenc’s short film projected in the
gallery’s rear, “Secteur IX A” (2015), which opens with a cropped detail of a sculpture of Hercules outside the
Musée de l’Homme in Paris. Like the prints, the film reflects on-point authorial control. Using footage from
the artist’s longer feature Secteur IX B (also 2015; not on show here), the film ostensibly follows a young
anthropologist (played by Betty Tchomanga) working on a collection of objects brought back from the DakarDjibouti ethnographic expedition (1931–33), of which Abonnenc’s grandfather — an entomologist and
collector of objects from Gabon and French Guiana — was a contemporary. You would be hard-pressed to
piece that together from the 8-minute short, though, since Abonnenc firmly insists on a defiant narrative
opacity, for which he is indebted to postcolonial theorist Édouard Glissant. Various off-center and abstracted
shots of a Bamana boli mock the measuring tapes that are held up to the camera; undoing time, a
photograph of Dogon masks on display at the Musée du quai Branly is followed by a photograph of the masks
back in situ, worn by Dogon men; in another shot, beetles that might have once been collected by the artist’s
grandfather swarm inside an archival box.
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Mathieu K. Abonnenc,

“Forever Weak and
Ungrateful (11)” (2015),
heliogravure, wooden
frame, glass, 13 x 20
inches

Seen alongside this
crisp montage of
footage, Garcia’s four
sculptural assemblages
appear a little less
subtle, though they are
intriguing in their own
right. Made to a human
scale using materials
like lumber, steel, and
brick, their various
forms resemble grave
markers and shop
mannequins, respectively. Garcia has selected his sculptural additions to these minimal structures
judiciously, with each alluding to an aspect of Mexico’s fettered relationship with the United States while
amping up a seductive mix of textures. Clamped in a Craftsman bench vise, a crocheted doily evokes foreign
demand for a “peasant” aesthetic; nearby, a Huarache sandal hangs from a hook dejectedly, as if aware that
it now lends its name to a Nike sneaker.
Ektor Garcia, “Mariposa” (2015), deer antlers, fur, lace, ostrich egg,
steel, wood, craftsman vice, nails, 58 x 21 x 28 inches (click to
enlarge)

Given that this charged exchange of polemics unfolds on East
Broadway, it’s interesting that one of the exhibit’s most
powerful moments comes from an instance of narrative
refusal, or insistence on interiority. The montage of footage
that makes up “Secteur IX A” closes with an image of a
foreshortened Tchomanga lying asleep, barefoot on a stretch
of sand — presumably a beach, though the camera doesn’t
pull back to confirm or deny this. A striking and androgynous
Ozymandias in reverse, she wakes up from her reverie,
organizes her languid limbs, and without a word, walks offcamera.

Mathieu K. Abonnenc and Ektor Garcia continues at Sargent’s
Daughters (179 East Broadway) through February 21.
http://hyperallergic.com/275057/two-very-different-artists-grapple-with-the-legacy-of-colonialism/
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Sector IX B (Mathieu Kleyebe Abonnenc, France / Senegal)

Or, Taking Drugs to Make Artifacts to Take Drugs To. This intellectually dense
featurette by Senegalese artist Abonnenc could serve as more poetic, elliptical cousin
to Marker and Resnais's Statues Also Die, or a companion piece to Duncan
Campbell's recent exploration of that film, It For Others. But even though these films
share some basic subject matter, Abonnenc's treatment is decidely postmodern as
well as being post-colonial, taking a key text from the margins of the Western
tradition —Michel Leiris's Phantom Africa—and using it to speak back from the
position of the "non-existent" Other.
The film follows the working process of a scholar (Betty Tchomanga) who is studying
Leiris's work and researching at the IFAN Museum in Dakar. Leiris, a Surrealist
anthropologist who favored open subjectivity and even recommended hallucinogenic
drug use while in the field, draws Betty to the various African treasures in the
collection, and we see her downing mysterious black pills at various points in her
studies. (A black beetle lives in her pill case; it may be a component in Betty's
psychedelic mix, but we don't know.) Abonnenc shows Betty having sensual
experiences with various objects, feeling them erotically and, in a coup de théâtre,
they feel her in return. This dark, almost Apichatpong-like junglescape of the mind is
in dramatic contrast to the clean, antiseptic shelving and taxonomy of the museum.
Eventually Betty finds she cannot sustain this demanding approach to
anthropological exploration. But Abonnenc shows that, whatever colonialist
overtones existed and remain in Leiris's system of compromised knowledge, an
altered engagement of some sort is required in order to defeat the clinical
entombment of the museum. These objects exhibit life, and to some form of life they
must return.
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Mathieu K. Abonnenc has a complicated relationship with his past. For his solo presentation in
the Statements section of Art Basel, which kicks off this week, Abonnenc, an artist born in French
Guiana who now lives in Paris, digs into the history and effects of colonialism and its
representations within society.
You might have seen Abonnenc's work in the Belgian Pavilion as part of Vincent Meessen’s
project at the Venice Biennale. His most recent works, such as Forever Weak and
Ungrateful (2015) or Forever, Without You (2015) are based on a bronze statue in Cayenne,
French Guiana, by Louis Ernest Barrias, who has been likened to Rembrandt. The realist sculptor
depicted Victor Schœlcher, a French statesman and writer who worked to abolish slavery in
French colonies. Sculptures of Schœlcher are all over the French West Indies, symbolizing
freedom through portraiture and honoring the slavery abolition society Schœlcher founded in
1834.
Abonnenc waxes on the transcendental implications of this history—through Foucault, broken
chains, power, history, and exploitation depicted through a prism of symbolist sublimation. He
connects the dots between videos, photos, drawings, and archival material drawn mostly from
his grandfather's collection. Before installing at Basel, Abonnenc took some time to answer a few
questions for ArtSlant.
ArtSlant.com
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Mathieu K.Abonnenc, Forever Weak and Ungrateful (6 & 24), 2015, heliogravure, wooden frame, glass

Nadja Sayej: In the past, you've used history in your work (especially in Forever
Weak and Ungrateful). Where does that influence come from?
Mathieu K. Abonnenc: I'm glad that you mentioned this work, because the project I'll show
in Basel is the end of this series. The work itself is a group of photogravures of a public sculpture
that shows two men caught in strange moment. You'll have to decipher by yourself the dynamic
of this moment. The ones in Basel are less elusive than the previous one, but they work as a
whole. I have tried to create a connection with some other works that twist even more the
content of the series. I'll say that I am more shaped by history than influenced by it, so it's not
really history in itself, but more the effects it carries. The effects that persist in ourselves.
NS: Is it better to challenge history or preserve it?
MKA: It's a never-ending process that goes from one point to the other.
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Mathieu K.Abonnenc, Forever Weak and Ungrateful (2 & 5), 2015, heliogravure, wooden frame, glass

NS: You had access to a collection from Émile Abonnenc (a family member?) of
African masks. Are they all from Gabon? Why did you decide to use these?
MKA: This collection was gathered by my grandfather, when he was in Gabon as a health officer
in the 1930s. He gathered these objects as a hobby, but he used scientific tools to name and
classify them. He was a contemporary of the famous Dakar-Djibouti mission, the first major
French anthropological mission that constituted the objects collection that are now in the Quai
Branly Museum in Paris. To work with this collection was a way to connect a real private process
ArtSlant.com
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to a more collective one, all this in a colonial context. A way to locate the exercise of power and
domination within myself.
NS: What else are you working on at the moment?
MKA: A project I have worked on for years is French-Guyana, about an old goldwasher village,
up the Maroni River called Wacapou. It's close to Brazil and Suriname. My mother had a cabin
there, and I used to go there as a child. But as the gold went scarce, the villagers abandoned the
village. It's now just forest with the ruins of the village. I am working on a new film there.

Mathieu K.
Abonnenc, Secteur
IX B, 2015, Film
HD, 16:9, 42mn.
Coproduction
Centre Pompidou
Metz, CAC
Brétigny. En
partenariat avec le
Muséum national
d'histoire naturelle
(site du Jardin des
Plantes et Musée
de l’Homme), le
Musée du quai
Branly, et l'IFAN
Dakar; Courtesy et
coproduction de la
galerie Marcelle
Alix, Paris;
Production red
shoes/SOME
SHOES

—Nadja Sayej
(Image at top: Mathieu K.Abonnenc, Forever Weak and Ungrateful (11), 2015, heliogravure, wooden frame,
glass. All images: Courtesy Marcelle Alix, Paris)
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